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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.By the year 2123, nearly thirtymillion American males all share the name Calvin Eisenberg. A century earlier, in the year 2047, an
object appears without sound, without any witnesses, and without any warning. Through a later
confession, it is revealed that a human perished in the object and his name was Calvin Eisenberg.
Few details are released regarding the object but speculation runs rampant. Theories all begin to
point towards one defined possibility; that of time travel. Soon, time-travel hysteria takes grip of the
nation. Wanting their children to succeed and become the one Calvin Eisenberg who travels back in
time, millions of parents rename their children. The workforce is flooded with Eisenbergs. Colleges
of Engineering cannot support the sheer volumes of applicants. Everybody has the same end goal to be THE Calvin Eisenberg. But what happens when you are born into poverty? What happens
when you have little education and no relative work experience? When you are simply one of
millions of other Calvin Eisenbergs, you are left with one of two options: fade into obscurity like so...
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Reviews
The ebook is great and fantastic. It is among the most remarkable ebook we have go through. I am easily can get a pleasure of looking at a published
publication.
-- Clement Hessel I
This is the finest publication we have read through right up until now. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in
an remarkably easy way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this book by which basically altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr . Ga br iella Ha yes
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